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　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　SUMMARY

Introduction of Nippon Mektron

　　Nippon Mektron, Ltd., thefirstproducer of FPC (Flexible PrintedCircuits)in Japan,

manufactures FLEX BOARD, Panel Keyboard, and Bus-Bar, to say nothing of many

types of FPC. We fulfilltechnical requirements in electronicequipment ranging from

computers to　consumer products. As other products, Mektron　manufactures Fine

chemicals, Fluorinated org. compounds, and Polyurethanes molded products.

　　Nippon Mektron, Ltd. is thelargestFPC manufacturer in the world by Printed Circuit

FabricationMagazine, March 1998.

Position of FPC at PCB industry (Current Status of Printed Circuit Board　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　-一一一一一一----一一

Indu由j (JPCA，1998))

　Change of PCB Production amount. Growth Rate,and Ratio of FPC in Japan are

shown below.(Table 1, 2, and 3)
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FPC Market (Application)

　　Computer Hardware (PC, HDD, FDD, Printer,Display, Peripheraldevice)

　　For AutomobilesAiECU, Sensor, Car media. etc.)

　　Displays (LC, Plasma, etc.)

　　Communication DevicesAi Mobile communication devices,Faχ,etc.)

　　Precision Devices (Camera, Digitalcamera)

　　AV Devices (DVD, VCR, Audio)

　　Medical Instruments

　　OA Devices (Copier, etc.)

　　Others (Battery, etc.)

Demand Forecast [Future Vision of ElectronicCircuitIndustry(1996)]

　　Demand forecastof Japan is shown below. (Table 4)
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Trend of Customers' Requirement

　　High performance

　　Acceleration of miniaturizingand thin-lightweighting(Energy-saving, Multi-layer.

　　Portable, etc.)

　　High Density Assembly (Trend of IC by Assembly method is the key point.)

　　(SMT、WB、CSP、COB etc.)

　　Fine Patternsand Small diameter of Through Holes

　　Advanced Dimension Accuracy Specification

Trend of Requirement to FPC Materials

　　Transfer from Three-layer Laminates to Adhesiveless Two-layers (Base material,

　　Cover-lay material)

　　Trend of Cover-lay Material (varieswith each industr}')

　　　　　Photo-sensitivecover-lay for High Accuracy Assembly

　　Dimensional Stability(Residual stress,Moisture proof.Heat proof.etc.)

　　PI Material as a Stiffener(Lx)w stressat heating,Flatness,etc.)

　　Move to the Lower Price

　CONCLUSION

　　　Production amount will increase slowly; however. material consumption seems to

　have increasing tendency by decreasing of a price of product, yet it does not increase so

・　much because of miniaturizing product. ０ｎthe other hand. although the film thickness of

　lmil is stillthe major volume of FPC for ａ while. l think that the transfer to the thinner

　film (1 mil to l /2mil)for some applied electricdevices ｗillmake the ratio of l mil and

　l/2mil change gradually.
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